OECD

• Groups 31 member countries committed to democracy and the market economy
• Provides statistics and economic and social data
• Analyses and forecasts economic developments
• Researches social changes and evolving patterns in trade, environment, education, agriculture, technology, fiscal policy and more...
Helping governments to

- Compare policy experiences
- Seek answers to common problems
- Identify good practice
- Co-ordinate domestic and international policies
Global partners

31 member countries

AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
CANADA
CHILE
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
ICELAND
IRELAND
ITALY
JAPAN

KOREA
LUXEMBOURG
MEXICO
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SLOVAK REPUBLIC
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TURKEY
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

• Countries invited to membership talks
  ESTONIA
  ISRAEL
  RUSSIA
  SLOVENIA

• Enhanced engagement
  BRAZIL
  CHINA
  INDIA
  INDONESIA
  SOUTH AFRICA
What does OECD publish?

On average:

- 200 books per year
- 25 periodicals
- 40 databases
- 10 IEA databases
- 13 series of Working Papers

Wide range of products:

- Outlooks and projections
- Analytical reports
- Statistical reports
- Policy reviews
- Conference proceedings
- Legal texts
- Reference books
- Statistical databases
- Journals
Some OECD Key Publications

- OECD Economic Outlook
- Education at a Glance
- OECD Health Data
- OECD Economic Surveys
- OECD Factbook
- OECD Agricultural Outlook
- Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital
- African Economic Outlook
- And many more…

All immediately available on www.OECDiLibrary.org
INTUITIVE
Simple navigation by country or theme.

GRANULAR
Search and click directly to tables, chapters, articles or whole publications and databases.

CONTEXTUAL
From any item, explore related content – it is just another click away.

COMPLETE
complete, integrated, knowledge base - data and analysis – for all of OECD

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Access to all Books and Monographs from Home Page

Accessing content by channels:

Books

Doing Better for Children

Governments should invest more money on children in the first six years of their lives to reduce social inequality and help all children, especially the most vulnerable, have happier lives, according to the OECD’s first-ever report on child well-being in its 30 member countries.

Education at a Glance 2009

Growing advantages for the better educated and likely continuing high levels of unemployment as economies move out of recession will provide more and more young people with strong incentives to stay on in education. Governments need to take account of this in planning education policies, according to the latest edition of the OECD’s annual Education at a Glance.

OECD Employment Outlook 2009

This report argues that governments must urgently reassess and adapt their labour market and social policies in order to prevent people from falling into the trap of long-term unemployment.
Look up Books by title in alphabetical order via the Title Index.

Or by year of publishing in chronological order via the Year Index.

Select all books in a Theme.

Scroll through a list of Annuals & Outlooks and make your selection.

Or select a Book Series.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Accessing content by channels:

Books

Papers

Doing Better for Children

Governments should invest more money on children in the first six years of their lives to reduce social inequality and help all children, especially the most vulnerable, have happier lives, according to the OECD’s first-ever report on child well-being in its 30 member countries.

Education at a Glance 2009

Growing advantages for the better educated and likely continuing high levels of unemployment as economies move out of recession will provide more and more young people with strong incentives to stay on in education. Governments need to take account of this in planning education policies, according to the latest edition of the OECD’s annual Education at a Glance.

OECD Employment Outlook 2009

This report argues that governments must urgently reassess and adapt their labour market and social policies in order to prevent people from falling into the trap of long-term unemployment.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Look up Articles by title in alphabetical order via the Title Index.

Or by year of publishing in chronological order via the Year Index.

Select a Journal by title.

Scroll through a list of Annals & Outlooks and make your selection.

Or select a Working Paper Series.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Access to OECD Statistics from Home Page

Accessing content by channels:

- Books
- Papers
- Statistics

[Image of the OECD iLibrary homepage with highlighted sections for 'ALL', 'BOOKS', 'PAPERS', 'STATISTICS', 'FACTBOOK', 'GLOSSARIES', 'PODCASTS', 'More'.]

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Read an article explaining an interesting data trend or newly released figures from the OECD

Look up publications containing Sources and Methods explaining OECD statistics

Select a Database by title or access OECD.Stat for a cross-database search.

Scroll through a list of Key Tables and make your selection.

Or choose a Book containing statistical information, including the OECD Factbook.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Accessing content by channels:

- Books
- Papers
- Statistics
- Factbook
Access previous editions

Access the complete Web version in HTML format

Or expand one of the chapters in the Table of Contents and access the Web version (HTML) or the PDF edition with one click.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Access to all Glossaries from Home Page

Accessing content by channels:

Books
Papers
Statistics
Factbook
Glossaries

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Look up **Glossaries by title** in alphabetical order via the Title Index.

Or by **year of publishing** in chronological order via the Year Index.

Select a **Glossary** from the listing of all available.

Or browse the selection of **new or key releases**.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Accessing content by **Searching** from the Home Page

Searching from Home Page

[Image of the OECD iLibrary home page with a search bar highlighted and text below.

- **Search:** gross domestic product

What's new?

- **Doing Better for Children:** Governments should invest more money on children in the first six years of their lives to reduce social inequality and help all children, especially the most vulnerable, have happier lives, according to the OECD's first-ever report on child well-being in its 30 member countries.

- **Education at a Glance 2009:** Growing advantages for the better educated and likely continuing high levels of unemployment as economies move out of recession will provide more and more young people with strong incentives to stay on in education. Governments need to take account of this in planning education policies, according to the latest edition of the OECD's annual Education at a Glance.

- **OECD Employment Outlook 2009 Tackling the Jobs Crisis:** This report argues that governments must urgently reassess and adapt their labour market and social policies in order to prevent people from falling into the trap of long-term unemployment.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
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Confirm the performed search and number of results.

Quickly browse the results with displayed date, content type, title, source publication or database and available format.

Select one of the results and click the title name to access the item’s home page in iLibrary.

Or click the content format and directly access the full-text content.

You can narrow down your search further if desired.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Accessing content by Browsing from the Home Page.

Browse by Thematic collection of content in any format

Or Browse by country.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
See all content in a theme. Click the + to expand a section.

Or browse the latest releases in the theme.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Serial information about the title including ISSN and DOI and availability in other languages.

Quick access to all previous editions

By defaults the latest edition is featured on the home page…

…with each chapter in the Table of Contents displayed, including access to its full-text content in all formats.

A 'Toolbox' at each level provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup, purchase options and citation tools.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Source publication with ISSN and DOI and direct access to its full-text content in any available format. At this level the abstract is hidden.

Chapter information with abstract and its own DOI displayed.

Tables and Graphs in the chapter are listed individually with direct access to the full-text format.

Quick jump to chapters in the publication.

A ‘Toolbox’ at each level provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup, purchase options and citation tools.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Home Page of a Journal

**Journal** information about the title including ISSN and DOI and availability in other languages.

Quick access to all available **articles in press**.

The **latest articles** are featured in chronological order.

A ‘**Toolbox**’ provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup and purchase options.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Serial information with ISSN, DOI and displayed abstract. Also displaying are Related Titles as active link.

Access to all previous editions by volume/year released after 1998.

Latest four issues are highlighted with direct links the full-text content.

Index of all countries for which surveys are published.

A ‘Toolbox’ provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup and purchase options.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Serial information about the particular country series including ISSN and DOI and availability in other languages.

Quick access to all previous editions

By defaults the latest edition is featured on the home page...

...with each chapter in the Table of Contents displayed, including access to its full-text content in all formats.

A ‘Toolbox’ at each level provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup, purchase options and citation tools.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Serial information about the title including ISSN and DOI and availability in other languages. As well as a list of links related titles

A List of all datasets is displayed. Some may be part of a sub-collection. Expanding the sub-collection will display the datasets at that level. Clicking the DATA link at any level provides direct access to the data in OECD.Stat environment.

A ‘Toolbox’ at each level provides special features such as email/RSS alert setup, purchase options and citation tools.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
List of datasets in the database with the displayed one highlighted. Also with options to do and manage queries.

Default or selected dataset is displayed.

Relevant key tables are listed with direct links.

Related Titles are listed with direct links on iLibrary.

Tools to manipulate the current view of the data including changing the variables in each dimension, pivot and transposing functions, and extraction options.

As a new innovative features, dynamic datasets can now be cited.

www.OECDiLibrary.org
Thank you
michel.guinand@oecd.org